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Challenges in the Consumer Goods Industry

New procurement and sales markets are driving 

fast change and major impact within the consumer 

goods industry. Greater price and product 

transparency give customers new insight and lead to 

changes in perception.  

As a result, consumers are more demanding 

and unpredictable than ever before. A shopper 

who frequents discount stores may dine at posh 

restaurants regularly, and those who clip coupons 

may splurge on lavish vacations. While consumers 

seek higher quality and greater value for less 

money, time and effort, their consumption needs 

and desires are also changing and shift between 

occasions and across categories.

With more information at their fi ngertips than ever 

before, consumers demand products that meet their 

individual criteria, from price and functionality 

to design and even sustainability. Each customer 

segment brings its own unique requirements 

and expects manufacturers to keep up with their 

respective needs. 

Staying at the Cutting Edge with New 

Technologies

To keep pace, the consumer goods industry must 

follow new strategies to meet their customers’ 

evolving needs. As the industry faces one of its 

toughest challenges to date, businesses need 

to evaluate their biggest hurdles and look to 

technology for solutions. 

Growing cost pressure and declining margins 

force manufacturers to produce a greater range of 

products than ever before at an unheard of pace. 

These businesses must continue keeping up with 

fast-changing global trends while fulfi lling necessary 

legal requirements. Simultaneously, suppliers are 

forced to juggle high expectations of reliability, meet 

signifi cant quality benchmarks and continually 

expedite processes to match demand. 

These challenges can only be managed through 

integrated and transparent processes. Thus, 

companies need a fast and fl exible IT landscape 

to react quickly to the ever-changing business 

environment. 

Follow New Strategies to Meet Consumers’ 
Growing Requirements

Keeping Up With Changing Consumer Behavior

The successful rollout of SAP by itelligence AG 
provides a great foundation for more transparent 

and effi cient processes, a stepping stone to sustainability 
and expansion in our application environment. 
We’re proud of that.
Michael Voigt, Commercial Director, 
Hela Gewürzwerk Hermann Laue GmbH
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Quality Management
■ Sample management

■ Stability studies

■ Recurrent batch control

■ Complaint management



Compliance 
■ Environment, Health & Safety

■ REACH, CLP, GHS

■ Global labeling

■ Compliance cockpit



Warehouse 
■ Barcode & scanner integration

■ Putaway and outsourcing strategy

■ Labeling



Global 
■ Batch traceability

■ Supply chain processes

■ EDI processing



Research & Development
■ Recipe management

■ Development formulae

■ Controlling integration

■ Project management



Production
■ Recipe management

■ Rework processes

■ Sequence planning

■ Preparation and bottling processes

■ Scale connection



Expertise across the Entire Consumer Goods 

Value Chain

Our industry and process experts know the core methods 

and techniques of the consumer goods industry. 

Whether it is consistent batch tracing, integrated product 

development, recipe management, label creation or 

implementing barcode readers, we can help you optimize 

your core processes and meet challenges head on.
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Grow Your Margins, Increase Your Market 

Share and Strengthen Your Brand  

Our experts work closely with you to reveal the 

potential for optimization. We defi ne targets, check 

systems and processes and develop the best strategy 

to solve your challenge. Based on our deep industry 

know-how we create prototypes and deliver measur-

able progress at any time throughout the project. As 

a result, you’ll see fast realization, on time and on 

budget, whether your solution is delivered in the 

cloud, on-premise or as a hybrid model. Once the 

solution is up and running, we provide support and 

maintenance for you. Moreover, we serve as your 

partner and advisor for future challenges.

Optimize Business with itelligence’s Experts 

at Your Side  

Thanks to our global footprint, we provide our 

clients with a truly international perspective and 

offer knowledge and insights gained from other 

continents and industries. Our consultants possess 

a wide range of cultural and business backgrounds 

and bring hands-on experience in the consumer 

goods industry. 

For more than 25 years, we have been helping our 

clients solve critical business challenges and stay 

ahead of the curve. We follow the same consistent 

methods globally for projects of every size to ensure 

superior results. With proven expertise in IT and 

industry, we leverage best practices from different 

sectors to provide our clients with best-in-breed 

solutions and innovative concepts to improve per-

formance. 

Let’s face your challenges. Our experts support you 

with a transparent, integrated business solution so 

that you can focus on the course ahead.

Keep up with a changing 
industry. Contact us for 
more information:

» www.itelligencegroup.com/contact

We share our knowledge 
and expertise with our 

customers to help them prepare 
for future challenges.

Pick & Choose 
best practices 

from different sectors

industry and SAP 
experience
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Your Benefi ts at a Glance

■ Manage safety and compliance globally

■ Integrate your supply chain

■ Provide better service to more customers 

■ Improve customer loyalty with technology

■ Plan your growth path

More 
than

years


